INTRODUCTION
Current passive-microwave rain-retrieval methods are largely based on databases built off-line using cloud models.
The vertical distribution of hydrometeors within the cloud has a large impact on upwelling brightness temperatures ( [3] , [5] ). Thus, a forward radiative transfer model ctn predict off-line the radiance associated with different rain scenarios. To estimate the rain from measured brightness temperatures, one simply 1~0ks for the rain scenario whose associated radiances are closest to the measurements. To understand the uncertainties in this process, we first study the dependence of the simulated brightness temperatures on different hydrometeor size distribution (DSD) models. We then analyze the marginal and joint distributions of the radiances observed by the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission satellite and of those in the databases used in the TRMM rain retrievals. We finally calculate the covariances of the rain profiles and brightness temperatures in the TRMM passive-microwave database and derive a simple parametric model for the conditional uncertainty, given measured radiances. These results are used to characterize the uncertainty inherent in the passive-microwave retrieval.
EFFECTS OF THE DSD ON THE RADIANCES
Most radiative transfer models currently used to calculate the expected brightness temperatures (Tb) associated with rain events assume that the rain drops are distributed according to the Marsall-Palmer drop size distribution (DSD) (e.g. [4] ), (1) with No = 0.08 ~r n -~ and A = 41 R-O.*I erne1, where R is the rain rate. If we calculate the rainfall from this equation, the result (Rw) is quite different fron the original rainfall R used to determine A. We therefore modified No to make RposI = R. The study has been done with these two Marshall-Palmer distributions. A different r-distribution was proposed in Manifestly, the original and widely used Marshall-Palmer distribution implies a larger DN, hence larger drops for the same brightness temperatures. As figure 1 shows, the 10.7GHz-based R -Tb correspondence under-estimates the rainfall by about 15% on average, whereas the 37GHz-based correspondence under-estimates slightly at low rain rates but overestimates subtantially beyond about 8 m m h , when scattering effects become important. We found that the effect of the DSD was minimized near 16 GHz. These results are confirmed by cloud model simulations from the TRMM database, as figure 2 shows. This result, obtained from the TRMM cloud model database, is quite similar to the ones found using the TRMM radar data.
RE-PARAMETRIZATION OF R
Using five 1 -h layers, the eigenvalues for convective events 
we found that PI N $ are log Ri. Moreover, the eigenvalues The optimal vi minimize the scatter between T' and R'. Once the v, are found, one can easily compute the mean and variance of R' given TI. We considered many combinations of passive 10 0 .
. o channels, from 5 to 2 brightness temperatures. The results were worst when we did not use the 10.7 GHz channel or when we used two polarizations of the same frequency. We obtained reasonably good results using the five vertically polarized channels, namely an average R.M.S. uncertainty of 27.0 % on the for which the average R.M.S. uncertainty was 26.8 %. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the results obtained with the T ' above. Figure 3 shows plots of T' versus PI, for T' as in (7) and (8) above and for a sub-optimal TI. Figure 4 shows the reconstructed near-surface rain rate R1 plotted against the original.
CONCLUSION
Our study of the joint behavior of the rain in a horizontally stratified atmosphere and the associated microwave radiances shows that the single most crucial variable characterizing the rain profile is the vertically averaged rain rate, followed as a distant second by the difference between the high-altitude sub-freezing-level rain and the precipitation closer to the surface, the remaining eigen-variables having negligibly small variances implying that they can safely be considered constant (equal to their respective means). The study also shows that a judiciously chosen linear combination of the brightness temperatures can estimate the rain quite adequately, with an average R.M.S. uncertainty (due to the variations accounted for in the TRMM cloud model database) of about 27%. The DSD does affect the brightness temperatures, and hence the eventual retrievals. Below 16 GHz, where scattering is not significant, the lager the mean drop size the smaller the rain associated with a given brightness temperature. The effect is reversed above 16 GHz for higher rain rates.
